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Abstra t. In this paper we obtain sharp upper estimates of the uniform Lyapunov
dimension of a as ade systems in terms of the orresponding Lyapunov exponents
of their omponents. The obtained result is applied for estimating the Lyapunov and
fra tal dimensions of the attra tors of nonautonomous dissipative systems generated
by PDEs of mathemati al physi s.

Introdu tion

We study the iterations of the following as ade map de ned on an invariant set
  H := H1  H2 :
x := A(x; y ) ; x 2 ;
(0.1)
A :  ! ; A
y
B (y )
y
where H1 and H2 are Hilbert spa es and A and B are the nonlinear maps. This
map generates a dis rete dynami al system on a spa e   H by the following
standard expression:
(0.2)
 (n + 1) = A ( (n));  (0) = 0 2 ;  (n) := xy ((nn)) ; n 2 Z+:
It is worth to note that system (0.2) an be interpreted as a nonautonomous dynami al system a ting on H1:
(0.3)
x(n + 1) = An (x(n)); x(0) = x0 ; An (x) := A(x; y (n));
where the sequen e y(n) is then interpreted as nonautonomous 'external for es'
whi h satisfy the following autonomous equation:
(0.4)
y (n + 1) = B (y (n)); y (0) = y0 :
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Equations of the form (0.3) and (0.4) often arise under the dynami al study of dissipative systems generated by nonautonomous PDEs of mathemati al physi s. For
instan e, if the external for es are quasiperiodi in time,
then equation (0.4) generk
ates a linear (dis rete) ow on a k-dimensional torus T (k is a number of rationally
independent frequen ies). In this ase, the spa e H2 is nite-dimensional, the spa e
H 1 is the (in nite-dimensional) phase spa e of the PDE under onsideration (e.g.,
rea tion-di usion equation, damped wave equation or 2D Navier-Stokes system),
 = H 1  Tk and An (x) := U (n + 1; n)x is a solving operator of this PDE during
the time period t 2 [n; n + 1℄, see [3℄ and [4℄ for the details. Then, redu ing this
nonautonomous system to the autonomous one by the skew-produ t te hnique, one
obtains the as ade system of the form (0.1) and (0.2).
It is well known that, in many ases, the longtime behavior of dissipative systems
mentioned above an be des ribed in terms of the global or/and uniform attra tors.
Moreover, although2 the initial phase spa e of these systems is in nite-dimensional
(usually, H1 = L ( )), very often their attra tors A have nite Hausdor and
fra tal dimension, so the limit dynami s an be des ribed by the nite number of
parameters, see [1℄, [4℄, [9℄ and the referen es therein. The ru ial question here is,
of ourse, to obtain the realisti bounds of the dimension of the attra tor in terms
of the physi al parameters of the systems onsidered.
We re all that, for the most part of autonomous dissipative PDEs, the best
known estimates for the attra tor's dimension have been obtained using the lassi al
inequality between the fra tal and Lyapunov dimensions:
(0.5)
dimF (A)  dimL (A)
and the so- alled volume ontra tion method for estimating the Lyapunov dimension in the right-hand side of (0.5), see [2℄, [5-9℄ and the referen es therein. Thus,
in order to extend this ma hinery to nonautonomous equations, we need to know
how to obtain good estimates for the Lyapunov dimension of a as ade system of
the form (0.1) and (0.2).
To the best of our knowledge, the rst attempt to extend this ma hinery to the
nonautonomous PDEs with quasiperiodi in time external for es was made in [3℄
where the authors obtained the estimates for the dimensions of uniform attra tors
for wide lass of nonautonomous equations of mathemati al physi s applying the
volume ontra tion method to the extended autonomous system (0.1) and (0.2).
We however note that the method applied does not take into a ount the spe ial
stru ture of map (0.1) and (as a result) some additional term whi h depend on
the norms of Dy A(x; y) (and whi h is in a sense irrelevant) appears in all these
estimates.
An alternative approa h whi h does not use the extended system (0.1) and (0.2)
and dire tly generalizes the proof of estimate (0.5) to the nonautonomous ase has
been re ently suggested in [4℄. Using this method, the authors obtain the sharp
formula for the quasiperiodi ase whi h does not ontain the additional irrelevant
term and has the following form:
(0.6)
dimF (A)  dimL f(0:3)g + k;
where dimL f(0:3)g is the Lyapunov dimension asso iated with the nonautonomous
problem in the form (0.3) (see Se tion 1 for its rigorous de nition) and k is a
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number of the rationally independent frequen ies (we also note that in appli ations
the rst term in the right-hand side usually possesses the same estimates as the
Lyapunov dimension of the attra tor in the autonomous ase, see [4℄ for the details).
Moreover, the authors also give a general formula for estimating the Kolmogorov's
"-entropy H " (A) of su h attra tors (= the logarithm of the minimal number of
"-balls whi h over A) in terms of the orresponding entropy of the external for es
(whi h are now not ne essarily quasiperiodi and even an be in nite-dimensional)
whi h has the following form:
1
(0.7)
H (A)  C + (dim f(0:3)g + Æ ) ln + H
H
;
1


"

L

"

"=L



[0;MÆ ln " ℄

where the last term in the right-hand side of (0.7) is an entropy
of the so- alled hull
1
H of the external for es restri ted to the interval [0; MÆ ln " ℄, see [4℄ for the details,
Æ > 0 is an arbitrary small number and the onstants L and MÆ depend on Æ . For
instan e, if equation (0.4) for the external for es is nite-dimensional, then we an
extra t from general estimate (0.7) the following estimate for the fra tal dimension
of the attra tor:
(0.8)
dimF (A)  (dimL f(0:3)g + Æ) + k + CMÆ  k;
where  is the rst Lyapunov exponent of (0.4), k is the dimension of system (0.4)
and C is some positive onstant. In parti ular, this estimate immediately gives
(0.6) sin e all of the Lyapunov exponents of the linear ow on the torus Tk equal
zero. We however note that, for general (non quasiperiodi ) external for es whi h
have positive rst Lyapunov exponent , this estimate is also an be far from the
optimal sin e the onstant MÆ is usually very large (and tends to +1 as Æ ! 0).
In the present paper, we give a sharp estimate for the Lyapunov dimension of the
as ade system (0.2) in terms of the Lyapunov exponents int
and ext
asso iated
i
i
with problems (0.3) and (0.4) respe tively. This estimate has the following form:
dimL f(0:2)g  d0 + j~ ~ji ;
d0 +1
where f~i g1i=1 is the union of all exponents int
and ext
renumerated in the noni
j
d0 +1
in reasing order and d0 is the rst integer su h that i=1 ~i < 0. In parti ular,
for the quasiperiodi external for es, this formula implies the analogue of estimate
(0.6) with the Lyapunov dimension in the left-hand side and give its natural (and,
in a sense, sharp) generalization to the ase where the external for es have positive
Lyapunov exponents.
The paper is organized as follows. Some de nitions whi h are ne essary in order
to formulate and proof our main result are given in Se tion 1. The estimate of
the Lyapunov dimension of system (0.2) in terms of the orresponding Lyapunov
exponents of systems (0.3) and (0.4) is formulated and proved in Se tion 2. And
nally, in Se tion 3, we give some examples illustrating the above theory.
A knowledgments. This resear h was partially supported by the INTAS grant
no. 00-899 and CRDF grant no. 2343. The author is also gra eful to M.Efendiev
and A.Miranville for the stimulating dis ussions.
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x1 Uniform Lyapunov exponents and Lyapunov dimension.

In this Se tion, we brie y re all the de nition of uniform Lyapunov exponents
and Lyapunov dimension and formulate their simplest properties whi h are important for what follows (see e.g. [9℄ for the detailed exposition). As usual, we start
by introdu ing the volume expanding oeÆ ients !d (L) of a linear operator L in a
Hilbert spa e.
De nition 1.1. Let L be a linear operator in a Hilbert spa e H . Then, by definition,
the volume expanding oeÆ ient !d (L) is the norm of dth exterior power
d L (d 2 N ) of the operator L in the spa e d H :
(1.1)
!d (L) := kd LkL( H ) = sup detf(Lhi ; hj )H g1i;j d ;
d

h1 ; ;hd 2H
khi kH 1

where (h1 ; h2)H is a s alar produ t in H .
We now re all the basi properties of the introdu ed numbers:
1) Let L1 and L2 be linear operators in H . Then
(1.2)
!d (L1  L2 )  !d (L1 )!d (L2 ); d 2 N :
2) The !-numbers !d (L) an be expressed in terms of the -numbers of the operator
L via
(1.3)
!d (L) = 1 (L)  2 (L)    d (L);
where the -numbers m(L) are de ned by the following min-max formula
(1.4)
sup inf kLhkH ;
m (L) :=
F H
dim F =m

h2F
khkH =1

where the supremum in the right-hand side of (1.4) is taken over all m-dimensional
linear subspa es of H . We also re all that, in the ase where L is ompa t, the
-numbers oin ide with the eigenvalues of the operator (LL)1=2:
 1=2 ); m 2  ((LL)1=2 )
(1.5)
m (L) = m ((LL )
and analogous (but slightly more ompli ated) relation holds in general (nonompa t) ase as well (see [9℄ the for details).
3) Let the linear operators L and T satisfy
(1.6) (Lh; Lh)H  (T h; T h)H ; 8h 2 H; then !d (L)  !d (T ); 8d 2 N :
The detailed proof of the above assertions an be found in [9℄.
We are now ready to de ne the Lyapunov exponents and Lyapunov dimensions
for dynami al systems (0.2){(0.4). To this end, we assume that we are given a
ompa t invariant set A of map (0.1):
(1.7)
A (A) = A
(whi h is usually a global attra tor in appli ations) and assume also that A 2 C 1 (A)
(the latter means that the map A is uniformly quasidi erentiable on A, see [9℄, and
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that its (quasi)di erential depends ontinuously on the point 0 2 A). We also
denote by SA (n) the nth iteration of the map A . Then, obviously, SA (n) is a
solving operator for equation (0.2), i.e.
(1.8)
 (n) = SA (n)0 ; 80 2 A :
We rst de ne the uniform volume expanding oeÆ ients !d (A ; n) as follows:
(1.9)
!d (A ; n) := sup !d (D SA (n)(0 ));
0

2A

where D SA (n)(0) denotes the derivative with respe t to the initial data of the
solving operator SA (n) at point 0 2 A (this derivative exists sin e A 2 C 1 (A) and
the supremum in the right-hand side exists sin e A is assumed to be ompa t).
Then, these numbers are submultipli ative with respe t to n:
(1.10)
!d (A ; n + m)  !d (A ; n)!d (A ; m):
Indeed, sin e SA (n) is a semigroup with respe t to n then, di erentiating the identity
SA (n + m) = SA (n) Æ SA (m) by 0 , we have
D SA (n + m)(0 ) = D SA (n)(SA (m)0 ) Æ D SA (m)(0 )
and, onsequently, a ording to (1.2),
(1.11) !d (D SA (n + m)(0))  !d (D SA (n)(SA (m)0))  !d (D SA (m)(0)):
Applying the supremum over 0 2 A to the both parts of this inequality, we dedu e
(1.10). Inequality (1.10) implies the existen e of the following limit:
1=n = inf (! (A ; n)) 1=n :
(1.12)
d (A ) := nlim
(
!
d (A ; n))
d
!1
n2N

Moreover, for the ase of non-integer d = k + s, k 2 N and 0  s  1, the -numbers
(1.12) an be de ned by the following interpolation formula:
(1.13)
d (A ) = n (A )1 s n+1 (A )s ;
see [9℄ for the details.
De nition 1.2. A uniform Lyapunov dimension of the set A with respe t to the
map A is the following number:
(1.14) dimLf(0:2)g = dimL (A ) = dimL (A ; A) := inf fd 2 R+ ; d (A ) < 1g
and the uniform Lyapunov exponents i = i (A ) of equation (0.2) are de ned via
(1.15)
1 = ln 1 (A ); i := lni (A ) ln i 1 (A ); i > 1:
De nition (1.14) an be rewritten in terms of the Lyapunov exponents i :
(1.16)

Pn
0

dimL (A ) = n0 + jin=1+1ji ;
0
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where n0 is the minimal integer su h that ni=10 +1 i < 0, see [9℄ for the details.
Thus, we have de ned the Lyapunov exponents for the extended system (0.2).
The Lyapunov exponents d (B ) and i (B ) for system (0.4) (whi h des ribes the
evolution of the 'external for es') an be de ned ompletely analogously. So, it
only remains to de ne the uniform Lyapunov exponents for the nonautonomous
equation (0.3). To this end, we rst de ne the solving semigroup SB (n) of equation
(0.4), i.e. y(n) = SB (n)y0 and then, for every 'external for es' y(n) = SB (n)y0, we
de ne the solving operator SA (n; y0) for problem (0.3) by the expression
(1.17)
x(n) = SA (n; y0 )x0 ; 8(x0 ; y0) 2 A;
where x(n) solves problem (0.3) with the external for es y(n) = SB (n)y0. We
however note that, in ontrast to SA (n) and SB (n) the operators SA (n; y0) do
not satisfy the semigroup identity (sin e equation (0.3) is nonautonomous), whi h
should be now repla ed by the so- alled o y le identity
(1.18)
SA (n + m; y0 ) = SA (n; SB (m)y0 ) Æ SA (m; y0 ):
Moreover, we also mention the following obvious, but useful, relation between SA (n)
and SA (n; y0)
(1.19)
SA (n; y0 )x0 = 1 SA (n)(x0 ; y0)
(where 1 is a proje tor to the rst omponent of a Cartesian produ t H = H1 H2 )
whi h follows from the fa t that (x(n); y(n)) solves equation (0.2).
We are now ready to de ne the uniform volume expanding oeÆ ients for the
nonautonomous equation (0.3) as follows:
(1.20)
!d (A; n) := sup !d (Dx SA (n; y0 )(x0 ));
P

(x0 ;y0 )2A

where Dx SA (n; y0)(x0) is the x-derivative of the operator SA (n; y0) omputed at
point x0 . We note that, in ontrast to (1.9), only the x-di erentiation is involved
in de nition (1.20) and the variable y0 plays the role of a parameter.
Moreover, di erentiating the o y le identity (1.18) by x and using inequality
(1.2), we derive (analogously to (1.10)) that
(1.21)
!d (A; m + n)  !d (A; m)  !d (A; n)
whi h guarantees the existen e of the limit
1=n
(1.22)
d (A) := nlim
(! (A; n))1=n
!1 (!d (A; n)) = ninf
2N d
and, for the non-integer d, the quantities d (A) an be de ned by the interpolation
formula (1.13). Furthermore, the uniform Lyapunov dimension dimL f(0:3)g of the
nonautonomous system (0.3) and its Lyapunov exponents i (A) an be de ned by
(1.14) and (1.15) (where, obviously, one should repla e d (A ) by d (A)).
De nition 1.3. In order to simplify the notations, we will use from now on the
:= d (B ) for the uniform := d (A) and ext
:= d (A ), int
symbols un
d
d
d
numbers of equations (0.2), (0.3) and (0.4) respe tively. Moreover, we denote by
int
un
and ext
the orresponding Lyapunov exponents.
i , i
i
The following standard result whi h shows that the -numbers and Lyapunov
exponents are independent of the on rete form of the inner produ t in H is ru ial
for what follows.
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Proposition 1.1. Let the above assumptions hold and let K be a self-adjoint positive and invertible operator in H whi h generates a new inner produ t in H via
(1; 2)K := (K1; 2)H . Then,

(1.23)

d;K (A ) = d (A ) and i;K (A ) = i (A );
where d;K (A ) and i;K (A ) are omputed using the new inner produ t (; )K .
Proof. Indeed, it is not diÆ ult to verify, using e.g. formulae (1.3) and (1.4), that
!d;K (L) = !d (K 1=2 LK 1=2 )

and, onsequently, using (1.2), we nd
(1.24)
!d;K (A ; n)  [!d (K )  !d (K 1 )℄1=2 !d (A ; n):
Taking the n 1 th power from the both sides of this inequality and passing to the
limit n ! 1, we verify that d;K (A )  d (A ). The inverse inequality an be
proven analogously. Thus, the rst identity of (1.23) is veri ed and the se ond one
is an immediate orollary of the rst one. Proposition 1.1 is proven.
x2 The main result.

In this se tion, we prove the following theorem whi h estimates un
d in terms of
int
ext
d and d .
Theorem 2.1. Let the above assumptions hold. Then the -numbers un
d of the
extended system (0.2) an be estimated in terms of the -numbers int
of
the
interd
ext
nal nonautonomous problem (0.3) and the -numbers d of problem (0.4) (whi h

des ribes the evolution of the external for es) as follows:

(2.1)

int
ext
un
d  maxs=0; ;d fs  d s g;

ext
where d 2 N and, by de nition, int
0 = 0 = 1.
Proof. For simpli ity, we below prove the theorem in the ase where the derivative
D A (0 ) is a ompa t operator for every 0 2 A (the general ase is ompletely

analogous, but slightly more ompli ated sin e, instead of (1.5), we need to use
slightly more ompli ated des ription of the -numbers in a general non- ompa t
ase, see [9, Proposition V.3.1.1℄).
We rst note that, due to (1.19) the the matrix of the derivative D SA (n)(0) at
point 0 := (x0; y0) has the following stru ture:
Dx SA (n; y0)(x0 ) ;
Tn (0 )
(2.2)
Tn (0 ) := D SA (n)(0 ) =
0
; Dy SB (n)(y0 ) ;
where Tn (0) 2 L(H2; H1) is a bounded linear operator. We see that matrix (2.2)
di ers on a dire t sum of operators Dx SA (n; y0)(x0) and Dy SB (n)(y0) (whi h are
ext
involved into the de nition of int
d and d ) by the presen e of the upper-diagonal
term Tn (0) and this is the main diÆ ulty in the proof of estimate (2.1). In order
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to eliminate the in uen e of this term, we use below a spe ial s alar produ t in the
spa e H = H1  H2 , namely, we set
(2.3) (1; 2)" := (x1 ; x2)H1 + " 2 (y1; y2)H2 ; i = (xi ; yi) 2 H; i = 1; 2;
where " is a small positive number. Then, for all  = (x; y) 2 H , we have
(2.4) (Tn (0); Tn (0) )" = (Dx SA (n; y0)(x0)[Dx SA (n; y0)(x0)℄x; x)H1 +
+ " 2 (Dy SB (n)(y0)[Dy SB (n)(y0)℄y; y)H2 + 2(Tn (0)y; DxSA (n; y0)(x0)x)H1 :
Sin e the operators Tn (0) and Dx SA (n; y0)(x0) are uniformly bounded on A, we
an estimate the last term in the right-hand side of (2.4) as follows:
(2.5) 2(Tn (0)y; Dx SA (n; y0)(x0)x)H1  2Cn kxkH1 kykH2 
 Cn "kxk2H1 + Cn " 1 kyk2H2 = Cn "k k2" ;
where Cn depends on n, but independent of 0 2 A. Combining (2.4) and (2.5), we
have
(2.6)
(Tn (0); Tn (0) )"  ((TA;B (n; 0);  )";
where
0)℄ + Cn " Id ;
0 
TA;B (n; 0):= TA (n; 0)[TA (n;
0
; TB (n; y0)[TB (n; y0 )℄ + Cn " Id ;




TA (n; x0 ) := Dx SA (n; y0 )(x0 ) and TB (n; y0 ) := Dy SB (n)(y0 ).

We now note that the spe trum of the self-adjoint operator TA;B (n; 0) is, obviously, a union of the spe trums (in H1 and H2 respe tively) of its omponents
TA (n; 0)[TA (n; xi0 )℄ + Cn " Id and TB (n; y0)[TB (n; y0 )℄ + Cn " Id respe tively. Furthermore, due to our ompa tness assumption, these operators have the omplete
orthonormal basises of eigenve tors and, onsequently, their -numbers possess the
following des ription

2
k (TA (n; 0 )[TA (n; 0 )℄ + Cn ") = k (TA (n; 0 )) + Cn "
(2.7)

2
k (TB (n; y0 )[TB (n; y) )℄ + Cn ") = k (TB (n; y0 )) + Cn "
and, in order to obtain the -numbers of TA;B (n; 0), it is suÆ ient to renumerate
the union of the -numbers of these operators in the non-in reasing order. Thus,
due to (1.3) and (2.7), we infer
!d;" (TA;B (n; 0)) =
= k=0max
fki=1 ( i(TA (n; 0))2 + Cn ")dj=1k ( j (TB (n; y0))2 + Cn ")g;
; ;d
where !d;" (L) are the !-numbers of the operator L omputed in metri (2.3). Applying (1.3) again and using the fa t that all the -numbers are uniformly bounded
on the set A, we have
(2.8) !d;" (TA;B (n; 0)) 
 k=0
max
f(!k (TA (n; 0))2 + Cn0 ")(!d k (TB (n; y0))2 + Cn0 ")g;
; ;d
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where, by de nition, !0 () = 1 and the onstant Cn0 depends on d and n, but is
independent of 0 2 A. Using now (1.6) and (2.6), we dedu e from (2.8) that
(2.9)

!d;" (D SA (n)(0))2 
 k=0
max
f(!k (Dx SA (n; y0)(x0))2 + Cn0 ")(!d
; ;d

k

(Dy SB (n)(y0))2 + Cn0 ")g:

Applying the supremum over 0 2 A to the both sides of this inequality, we dedu e
the analogous relation for the uniform volume expanding oeÆ ients
(2.10)

!d;" (A ; n)2 

max
f(! (A; n)2 + Cn0 ")(!d k (B; n)2 + Cn0 ")g:
 ;d k

k=0;

We now re all that the -numbers un
d are independent of the hoi e of the inner
produ t in H , onsequently, due to (1.12) and Proposition 1.1,
2n = (un )2n 
(un
d )
d;"
 !d;"(A ; n)2  k=0
max
f
(
!k (A; n)2 + Cn0 ")(!d k (B; n)2 + Cn0 ")g:
; ;d

Passing to the limit " ! 0 in this relation, we have
(2.11)

n
(un
d )  maxk=0; ;d f!k (A; n)  !d k (B; n)g:

Taking the n 1 th power from the both sides of (2.11) and passing to the limit
n ! 1, we nally obtain estimate (2.1) and nish the proof of Theorem 2.1.
Our next task is to larify estimate
(2.1).
To this end, we reformulate it in terms
int
ext
of the Lyapunov exponents i and i asso iated with equations (0.3) and (0.4)
respe tively.
int
int
ext
ext
Corollary 2.1. Let f~i g1
i=1 be the union f1 ; 2 ;   g [ f1 ; 2 ;   g of all
of the Lyapunov exponents asso iated with equations (0.3) and (0.4) renumerated

in the non-in reasing order. Then, under the assumptions of Theorem 2.1, the
following estimate holds:

(2.12)

ln 
un
d

d
X
i=1

~i ; d 2 N :

Indeed, taking the logarithm from both sides of inequality (2.1) and using the
de nition of the Lyapunov exponents, we have
(2.13)

lnun
d  maxk=0; ;d

8
k
<X
:

i=1

int
i +

d
k
X
j =1

9
=

ext
:
j
;

It remains to note that estimate (2.12) is an elementary orollary of (2.13).
We now ready to estimate the Lyapunov dimension of the extended system (0.2)
in terms of the Lyapunov exponents of (0.3) and (0.4).
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Corollary 2.2. Let the above assumptions hold and let the exponents ~i be the
same as in Corollary 2.1. Then, the Lyapunov dimension of the invariant set
equation (0.2) an be estimated as follows:

A of

0
dimLf(0:2)g = dimL (A ; A)  d0 + j~id=1+1~ji ;
0
0 +1
where d0 is the rst integer su h that di=1
~i < 0.
Indeed, a ording to (2.12), we have the following estimate for the numbers un
d ,
for every d = n + s, n 2 N and 0  s  1:
Pd

(2.14)

P

(2.15)

un
ln un
d = s lnn + (1

s) lnun
n+1 

n
X
i=1

~i + s~n+1 :

This estimate, together with de nition (1.14) of the Lyapunov dimension imply
estimate (2.14).
x3 Examples and appli

ations.

In this Se tion, we give several examples illustrating the general theory. We
start with the most simple ase of dire t sum of two semigroups whi h shows that
estimates (2.1) and (2.14) are, in a sense, sharp.
Example 3.1. Let the map A in formula (0.1) be independent of y :
A(x)
A ( ) :=
B (y )
and let the ompa t invariant set A := A1  A2 where A1  H1 and A2 2 H2
are invariant with respe t to the maps A and B respe tively. In that ase the nondiagonal operator TA;B vanishes and inequality (2.10) be omes a stri t equality with
Cn = Cn0 = 0 for every " > 0. This, in turn, gives a stri t equality in inequalities
(2.11) and (2.1).
Assume, in addition, that int
and ext
are monotone de reasing with respe t
i
i
to i (it will be
so,
eg,
for
the
ase
of
linear
maps
A and B ). Then, the Lyapunov
un
exponents i of equation (0.2) oin ide with the exponents ~i , introdu ed in
Corollary 3.2:
(3.1)
un
~i ; i 2 N
i =
and we also have stri t equalities in (2.12) and (2.14).
The next obvious example is the so- alled quasiperiodi external for es.
Example 3.2. Let the map B be a linear map on the k-dimensional torus Tk :=
R k nZk :
(3.2) B (y1;    ; yk ) := (y1 + 1;    ; yk + k )( mod 1); y = (y1;    ; yk ) 2 Tk ;
where = ( 1;    ; k ) are the rationally independent frequen ies and we also
assume that the proje tion 2A of the invariant set A to the
se ond omponent of
k
the Cartesian produ t H1  H2 oin ides with the torus T .
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It is well-known (see e.g. [3-4℄) that the study of the longtime behavior of general
nonautonomous PDEs with the quasiperiodi external for es an be redu ed (using
the so- alled skew-produ t te hnique) to the study of iterations of the map A in
whi h the se ond omponent has the form of (3.2).
In this ase, all the Lyapunov exponents ext
of the map B are, obviously, equal
i
zero:
ext
(3.3)
ext
1 =    = k = 0:
int
Then, inequality (2.1) shows that un
if d is su h that d+1  1. Using
d+k  d
this fa t and the de nition of the Lyapunov dimension, we on lude that
(3.4)
dimLf(0:2)g  dimLf(0:3)g + k:
We re all that, due to the lassi al inequality (0.5) between the fra tal and Lyapunov dimension, estimate (3.4) an be onsidered as a generalization of estimate
(0.6).
We now onsider the appli ations of formulae (2.1) and (2.14) to some on rete
equations of mathemati al physi s. We start with the rea tion-di usion system.
Example 3.3. Let us onsider the following rea tion-di usion system in a bounded
domain  R m :
(3.5)
t u =  x u f (u) + g (t); u  = 0; u t=0 = u0 :
Here u = (u1;    ; uN ) is an unknown ve tor-valued fun tion,  > 0 is a given parameter, f (u) is a given nonlinear intera tion fun tion whi h satis es the standard
dissipativity and growth assumptions:
1
: f 2 C 1 (R k ; R k );
(3.6)
2: f (u):u  C; f 0 (u)  K;
where u:v denotes the standard inner produ t in R N . We also assume that the
external for es g(t) are nite-dimensional and have the following stru ture:
(3.7)
g (t) := g (t; y0) := G(y1 (t);    ; yk (t));
where G 2 C 1 (R k ; [L1( )℄N ) is a given fun tion and the ve tor
y (t) := (y1 (t);    ; yk (t))
solves the following autonomous ODE:


(3.8)

d
y (t) = B (y (t)); y (0) = y0
dt

and B 2 C 1 (Rk ; R k ) is a given fun tion. To be more pre ise, we assume that there
exists a ompa t invariant set A0  R k of system (3.8) and onsider a family of
equations (3.5) with the external for es fg(t; y0)gy0 2A0 .
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It is well known that, under
the above
assumptions, problem
(3.5), (3.7), (3.8)
2
N
k
2
N
is uniquely solvable in [L ( )℄  R for every u0 2 [L ( )℄ and y0 2 A0 and
generates a dissipative semigroup SA (t) on the spa e  := [L2( )℄N  A0 via
(3.9)
(u(t); y(t)) = SA (t)(u0; y0); t  0;
where (u(t); y(t)) is a unique solution of (3.5), (3.7), (3.8). Moreover, this semigroup
possesses a global attra tor A (=uniform attra tor of the initial nonautonomous
problem (3.5)) in the spa e  (whi h is, by de nition, a ompa t invariant set of
this semigroup whi h attra ts the images of all bounded subsets of  as t ! 1)
and SA (t) 2 C 1 (A) for every xed t  0, see e.g., [1℄, [4℄ and [9℄ for the details.
Moreover, obviously, the map
(3.10)
A := SA (1)
has the stru ture of (0.1), so we an apply our theory for estimating the Lyapunov
dimension of the attra tor A. To this end, we rst need to estimate the numbers
int
d for problem (0.3) or (whi h is the same) for the nonautonomous equation (3.5).
In order to do so, we re all that the operator Dx SA (n; y0)(u0 ) is now determined
as a solving operator of the following variation equation asso iated with (3.5):
(3.11) t U =  x U f 0 (u(t))U; U  = 0;
U t=0 = U0 ; (u(t); y (t)) = SA (t)(u0 ; y0 ):
To be more pre ise, for every U0 2 [L2( )℄N , we have Dx SA (n; y0)(u0)U0 := U (n),
where U (t) solves (3.11). Then, applying the standard generalized Liouville theorem
for estimating the volume expanding oeÆ ients of the linear equation (3.11), we
have
(3.12)
ln int
C2 d1+2=m ; d 2 R + ;
d  C1 d
where the positive onstants C1 and C2 depend only on K , N , m and (but are
independent of  and g, see [4℄, [9℄ for the details). Thus, the Lyapunov dimension
of the non-autonomous equation (3.5) an be estimated as follows:
(3.13)

dimL f(0:3)g  dint :=



C1
C2

2

m=

m=2



:

Let us now return to the estimating the Lyapunov dimension of the extended map
(3.10). To this end, we rst note that if we repla e the Lyapunov exponents ext
i
by large ones, then the right-hand side of (2.14) also be omes larger and the inext
equality preserves. For instan e, we may repla e ext
by (int
i
i )+ := maxfi ; 0g.
Then, in order to obtain
the exponents ~i , we need to insert all these exponents
int
into the sequen e i before the rst negative exponent. Moreover, we need to
ompensate the sum of these exponents by the negative Lyapunov exponents of
of the nonautonomous system. This arguments, together with (2.14) lead to the
following estimate:
(3.14)

dimL (A)  k + inf fd; ln 

int
d

<

k
X
i=1

(ext
i )+ g:
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Thus, a ording to (3.12), the infunum in the right-hand side of (3.14) is not larger
that dun := dint + dadd , where
(3.15)

C1 (dint + dadd ) C2  (dint + dadd

)1+2=m =

k
X
i=1

(ext
i )+ :

Using now the standard inequality (1 + x)  1 + x and the expli it formula for
dint , we dedu e that
(3.16)

dadd

k

X
 C1 1 m2 (ext
i )+ :
i=1

Combining the estimates obtained, we nally infer
(3.17)

dimL(A)  dint + k + C1 1 m2

k
X
i=1

(ext
i )+ :

Thus, the rst term in the right-hand side oin ide with estimate (3.13) of the internal Lyapunov dimension, the se ond one is exa tly the same as for the quasiperiodi
external for es and the third one des ribes the in uen e of the positive Lyapunov
exponents of the external for es.
Our next example is the non-autonomous 2D Navier-Stokes system.
Example 3.4. Let us onsider the following nonautonomous version of 2D NavierStokes system in a bounded domain :
(3.18) t u + (u; rx u)u  x u = rx p + g(t); u  = 0; u t=0 = u0 ; div u = 0;
where the external for es g(t) have exa tly the same stru ture as in the previous
example (obviously, now N = m = 2).
It is 2also 2well-known, that, for every y0 2 A0  R k and every u0 2 H0 :=
fu 2 [L ( )℄ ; div u = 0g problem (3.18), (3.7), (3.8) possesses a unique solution
(u(t); y(t)) for all t  0 and thus, a dissipative semigroup SA (t) is well de ned
in a phase spa e  := H0  A0 (analogously to (3.9)). Moreover, this semigroup
possesses a global (uniform) attra tor A in this phase spa e and SA (t) 2 C 1 (A) for
any t  0, see [4℄, [9℄ for the details.
It is also lear that the operator A := SA (1) has the stru ture of (0.1), so we
an again apply our theory for estimating the Lyapunov dimension of the attra tor
A. To this end, we rst re all the standard estimates for the internal volume
ontra tion exponents of the 2D Navier-Stokes equation, namely,
3 C d2 ; d 2 R ;
(3.19)
ln int
2
+
d  C1 
where the oeÆ ient C2 depends only on and the oeÆ ient C1 also depends (in
a linear way) on the norm supy0 2A0 kG(y0 )k2L , see e.g. [4℄, [9℄. Thus, in this ase
the estimate for the internal Lyapunov dimension of system (0.3) or (whi h is the
same) system (3.18) has the following form:
1

(3.20)

dimL f(0:3)g  dint :=




C1 1=2 2
 :
C2
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Let us now return to the Lyapunov dimension of the extended system (0.2). Then,
arguing as in the previous example, we dedu e the following equation for the number
dadd

(3.21)

C1  3

C2  (dint + dadd

)2 =

k
X
i=1

(ext
i )+ :

Using now the expli it value for dint (and dropping out the term with d2add ), we
have
(3.22)

dadd 

and, onsequently,

pC C

k
X

1 2 i=1

(ext
i )+

k
X

dimL(A)  dint + k + pC C (ext
i )+ :
1 2 i=1

(3.23)

We note that, estimating (ext
i )+  max :=   0, we infer
(3.24)
dimL (A)  dint + k + pC C k
1 2

whi h has the similar form to (0.8), but in ontrast to (0.8) (where we need to take
in order to preserve
the asymptoti   2 of the rst term), we now
p
have the small onstant = C1 C2 (whi h is proportional to   1) in the third
term.
We on lude our exposition by the example where both of the spa es H1 and H2
are in nite-dimensional.
Example 3.5. Let us onsider the following system of rea tion-di usion equations
in a bounded domain  R m :
t u = x (u + L(v )) f1 (u); u  = 0; u t=0 = u0 ;
(3.25)
t v =  x v f2 (v ); v  = 0; v t=0 = v0 ;
where the fun tions f1 and f2 satisfy onditions (3.6) and L 2 C01 (R ) is a given
oupling fun tion.
Then, it is not diÆ ult to verify, arguing in a standard way (see [1℄, [4℄), that, for
every (u0 ; v0) 2 H := [L2( )℄2, this problem possesses a unique solution (u(t); v(t))
for every t  0 and thus, generates a dissipative semigroup SA (t) in the phase spa e
H . Moreover, this semigroup possesses a global attra tor A in H and SA (t) 2 C 1 (A)
for every t  0.
Thus, sin e A := SA (1) has the stru ture of (0.1), we an apply our theory in
order to estimate the Lyapunov dimension of this global attra tor. To this end,
weextnote that the variation equations for omputing both of the quantities int
d and
d now have the form of equation (3.11). Consequently, using the generalized
Liouville theorem and arguing in a standard way (see [4℄, [9℄), we dedu e that
ext
(3.26)
maxflnint
C2 d1+2=m ;
d ; lnd g  C1 d
MÆ  CÆ  1

(
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where the onstants C1 and C2 depend only on m, K and . Then, due to estimate
(2.1), we have
(3.27) lnun
C2  min fk1+2=m + (d k)1+2=m g  C1 d C20 d1+2=m ;
d  C1 d
k=0; ;d
for the appropriate new onstant C20 and, onsequently,
(3.28)

dimL (A) 



C1
C20

2

m=



m=2

whi h has the same form as (3.13).
We however not that the dire t appli ation of the volume ontra tion ma hinery
to equation (3.25) (with the most natural 'naive' inner produ t in H = [L2( )℄2)
fails, sin e the main part of the generator of the variation equation asso iated with
(3.25) has the form
 x ; L0 (v (t))x
(3.29)
0 ;  x
and the quadrati form asso iated with0 this operator (using this 'naive' s alar produ t) is not bounded from above (if L (v(t) is large enough).
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